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Case Report

Neurophysiotheraphy and its effects on school
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Abstract. This article shows the school achievement results in reading and writing of a female pupil in primary
school with adapted programme and lower educational standards. Cerebral palsy and impaired mental development,
manifests various mobility and academic deficits. Case study shows how individual therapies (neurophysiotherapy,
based on the concept of Neurodevelopmental Treatment (NDT), and hipotherapy) influence reading and writing
performance in a child with special needs. The effects of a direct therapeutic treatment are reflected in results
achieved at individual tasks. The aim of the study was to establish the correlation between a therapy type and its
effects on the task performance. To demonstrate the effects of a therapy type on the task performance, the
statistical method of chi - square test was used. The results of four observations showed that NDT has a significant
effect on completion time in a text writing task. The most significant effect on the reading performance was
demonstrated by the NDT before class.
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The pupil at school work was observed, through a
test situation containing reading and writing tests,
performed four times. Each time she underwent
an adequate therapeutic treatment (45 minutes of
neurophysiotherapy, 45 minutes of hipotherapy)
beforehand.
1.1. Cerebral palsy
Apart from distinct motor dysfunctions, people
with cerebral palsy (CP) exhibit various
accompanying disorders: visual or hearing
impairment, impairment in mental development,
emotional and behavioural disorders, sensory and
perceptual disorders, speech disorders, epilepsy
and various learning disabilities (3). Physical
limitations of movement in people with CP can
sometimes be so evident that they interfere with
their intellectual and arithmetic development,
which furthermore influences the development of
basic cognitive functions (4).
1.2. Neurophysiotherapy, based on the Concept
of Neurodevelopmental treatment
Karl and Bertha Bobath (5) set up the basis for
Neurodevelopmental Treatment (NDT) through
the inhibition of pathological reflexes and
facilitation of normal movement. The tapping
technique is used to stimulate the impulses
through the proprioceptors to influence the
muscle tonus (6). A combination of adequate
techniques of inhibition and facilitation or
stimulation is used to influence the central

1. Introduction
Adequate therapeutic treatment enables children
with various mobility deficits to develop certain
motor abilities and skills and to improve their
school achievements. Highly structuralized
academic skills activities (reading ability, writing
ability) depend not only on intactness of the
central nervous system (CNS), but also on the
adequate maturity of motor system (1). People
with cerebral palsy can thus have additional
problems in school achievement due to their
numerous neuromotor deficits (2). In order to
establish how individual therapeutic activity
(neurophysiotherapy
Neurodevelopmental
Treatment, hipotherapy) influence reading and
writing performance, in this case study a female
pupil with a cerebral palsy was included,
attending a primary school which implements
adapted programme with educational standards at
a lower level. Apart from an
adequate
educational programme, she underwent an overall
therapeutic
treatment
(neurophysiotherapy,
hipotherapy) before and after class.
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2. Reading - completion time (time spent on
a reading task – in seconds)
3. Writing - completion time (time spent on a
writing task – in seconds)
2.4. Instruments
Instruments were chosen according to the
observed tasks:
1. Contact lineation - we measured the
number of mistakes in text copying. Every
inaccurate letter joining in a word was
considered as a mistake.
2. Reading – completion time - we measured
the time (in seconds) needed for
completing a task of text reading.
3. Writing – completion time - we measured
the time (in seconds) needed for
completing a task of text copying.
2.5. Evaluation and method description
The study was carried out by a direct
observation of the pupil at individual school
tasks, outside class, after having undergone an
adequate therapeutic treatment.
2.6. Initial and final state
The observations were performed four times. In
the first observation the test was performed
without previous therapeutic treatment. The first
observation included all three variables. During
the second observation the test was performed
after a 45- minute NDT, carried out immediately
after class. In the third observation test was
performed before class, after a 45- minute NDT.
During the fourth observation the test was
performed after a 45- minute hipotherapy.
2.7. Statistical methods used in the study
The hypotheses were tested by the chi - square
test.

control and is followed by a correct motor
response (7).
1.3. Hipotherapy
Hipotherapy - performing exercises on an
unsaddled horseback (trunk straightening,
rotation) helps improve numerous motor
functions (8). Constant adjustment to the horse
movement stimulates muscle relaxation and thus
encourages supportive, straightening and balance
responses,
facilitating
the
movement.
Hipotherapy provides sensory integration of
kinesthetic, visual and vestibular influxes that are
important for the development of postural and
balance control (9).
1.4. Reading and writing
Reading is a process of decoding written
symbols for which an adequate visual perception
is needed (10). Successful development of
reading and writing is influenced by general
perceptive abilities - adequate level of perceptive
maturity and some specific perceptive abilities visual perception, auditory perception (11,12).
People with CP are likely to have difficulties with
the mobility of chest, head and shoulders as well
as with speech control apparatus (13,3). To
develop successful reading and writing,
intellectual abilities, as well as adequately
developed
organs
supporting
the
task
performance, are needed.

2. Methods
2.1. Hypotheses
The study exposes the following hypotheses:
H1: different types of therapy influence the
quality of reading and writing
H2: adequate therapeutic treatment improves
reading and writing attention
H3: NDT before class is more effective than
NDT after class.
For testing the hypotheses theoretical
frequencies of the same probability were used.
2.2. Sample
The subject of research was a female pupil,
aged 14, attending the seventh grade of the
primary school which implements the adapted
programme with educational standards at a lower
level. The pupil has CP and a mild cognitive
impairment. We observed her in a test situation
(repeated four times) containing reading and
writing tasks. Each time she underwent an
adequate therapeutic treatment beforehand (45
minutes of NDT or 45 minutes of hipotherapy).
2.3. The observed variables
1. Contact lineation (number of mistakes in
exact joining of letters in a writing task)

3. Results
Table 1 shows the results of the measurement
of individual observed variables (contact
lineation, reading, writing) after each therapeutic
activity.
The first observation, carried out after the
pupil’s holiday, represents the initial state. The
results were measured for all three variables. In
the second observation neurophysiotherapy was
carried out immediately after class. We
determined better results in contact lineation and
completion time in a text writing task. We can
conclude that regular neurophysiotherapy has a
positive effect on both elements. In the third
observation neurophysiotherapy was carried out
before class. We determined improved contact
lineation and better completion time results for
reading and writing tasks. The results obtained
show that neurophysiotherapy before class has
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task. Improved reading results occur due to the
therapeutic activity not due to the type of therapy.
3.3. Writing – completion time
χ 2 = 44,68
χ 20,05 (3) = 7,81
We can claim (with a 5 percent risk) that the
time needed for completing the task depends on
the type of the therapy – NDT. NDT before class
enables the development of efficient neuromotor
status which is reflected in improved results in
the writing task. Quality NDT with its positive
effects furthermore influences the quality of
graphomotorical activity, which is evidenced in
improved completion time in the writing task.
The literature itself indicates a wide correlation
between child’s motor and intellectual abilities,
between the effectiveness of a therapy and the
motor status and thus school achievement (3, 14).
We need to consider the fact that due to a wide
range of factors which take part in all reading
processes, different consecutive types of reading
may occur with the same reader, since an
individual responds according to his/her state of
mind and to different circumstances. The case
study however confirms the correlation between a
good neuromotor status, developed during an
NDT, and individual results of the test
performance (completion time in a writing task)
indicating highly structuralized functioning of
central nervous system (CNS).

the most positive effect on measured variables.
We can conclude that an adequate motor status
obtained during neurophysiotherapy (immediately
before class – when the fatigue did not yet occur)
provides the best results in terms of measured
variables.
The fourth, the final observation evidences the
differences between neurophysiotherapy and
hipotherapy, the first demonstrating more
positive effects. We can conclude that
maintaining an active position on a horseback
demands more effort. The pupil was thus less
successful in task performance due to her fatigue
after the session of hipotherapy. The results show
that
regular
and
systematic
neurophysiotherapeutic activity has positive
effects on improving results in all measured
variables, evidencing different results obtained
within
the
two
types
of
therapy
(neurophysiotherapy and hipotherapy).
Table 1. Achievement results for individual tasks in
correlation to individual therapeutic treatment

Observation
Contact
lineation
(number of
mistakes)
Reading
(completion
time)
Writing
(completion
time)

Initial state
Final state
Without
NDT NDT
therapeutic after before Hipotherapy
treatment class class
20

16

13

14

120

120

90

120

840

720

600

660
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